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Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) control the dynamic spatial
patterns of regulatory gene expression in development. Thus, in
principle, GRN models may provide system-level, causal explan-
ations of developmental process. To test this assertion, we have
transformed a relatively well-established GRN model into a pre-
dictive, dynamic Boolean computational model. This Boolean
model computes spatial and temporal gene expression according
to the regulatory logic and gene interactions specified in a GRN
model for embryonic development in the sea urchin. Additional
information input into the model included the progressive embry-
onic geometry and gene expression kinetics. The resulting model
predicted gene expression patterns for a large number of in-
dividual regulatory genes each hour up to gastrulation (30 h) in
four different spatial domains of the embryo. Direct comparison
with experimental observations showed that the model predic-
tively computed these patterns with remarkable spatial and
temporal accuracy. In addition, we used this model to carry out
in silico perturbations of regulatory functions and of embryonic
spatial organization. The model computationally reproduced the
altered developmental functions observed experimentally. Two
major conclusions are that the starting GRN model contains suffi-
ciently complete regulatory information to permit explanation of
a complex developmental process of gene expression solely in
terms of genomic regulatory code, and that the Boolean model
provides a tool with which to test in silico regulatory circuitry
and developmental perturbations.
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Gene regulatory network (GRN) models formalize the man-
ner in which specification of cellular domains during de-

velopment is controlled by spatial and temporal gene expression
(1). Each cell fate depends on expression of a specific set of
regulatory genes, that is, genes encoding transcription factors
and signaling molecules. In each domain of the developing or-
ganism and at each point in time, the genetic activities and
therefore the fates of the cells are determined directly by the
regulatory gene products present in the nuclei. The regulatory
states constituted by these regulatory gene products are them-
selves the output of transcriptional control systems encoded in
the genome. GRNs thus capture the transcriptional control
functions that specify the spatial regulatory states of the embryo.
GRNs consist of regulatory genes and the transcriptional inter-
actions that determine their specific patterns of expression.
Models derived from experimental studies of developmental
GRNs conceptually relate genomic regulatory sequence in-
formation to developmental process. Every node in such network
models represents a regulatory gene, which is controlled by
interactions encoded in genomic cis-regulatory binding sites.
GRN models represent intellectual syntheses of experimental

gene expression and cis- and trans-perturbation data, as well as
information regarding the developmental process. It is important
to note that they cannot be deduced from any single source of
data. For an accurate prediction of every individual causal

interaction included in a network model, diverse experimental
evidence is required. Ultimately, GRN models consist of a het-
erogeneous conglomeration of predicted interactions. The impli-
cation is that, if all regulatory genes and their interactions are
known for a given process, a complete network model can be
constructed that will causally explain each gene expression event
as the outcome of the preceding regulatory states. To test the
consistency and conceptual sufficiency of these models is a non-
trivial problem in view of their complexity, i.e., the number of
players and interactions. The objective of generating GRN models
is to achieve a complete explanation of how the developmental
process is genomically controlled and this objective can only be
attained if the model is accurate and reasonably complete. Here
we develop a means of evaluating the sufficiency of a GRN model
to explain the progression of regulatory states in time and space
observed during a large-scale developmental process.
In all forms of embryonic development, specific regulatory

gene readout appears in sharply defined spatial patterns. Thou-
sands of in situ hybridization observations show that each do-
main of the embryo and each future fate is associated with
a specific regulatory state detectably expressed there and not
elsewhere. Irrespective of sometimes graded initial inputs, the
regulatory state output in space is discrete and discontinuous,
that is, Boolean in nature. Fundamentally, this underlies the
basic phenomenon that given domains of the embryo generate
different defined parts of the organism. Therefore, a primary
requirement of a successful GRN model of developmental con-
trol must succeed in explaining the Boolean spatial expression of
regulatory genes.
Here we construct a Boolean computational model based on

one of the most complete GRN models presently available, that
encompassing endomesoderm specification in the sea urchin
embryo (2–4). The current version of the endomesoderm GRN
model contains ∼50 regulatory genes plus the regulatory inter-
actions controlling the specification of endoderm and mesoderm
from early cleavage stages (6 h postfertilization) up to the onset
of gastrulation (30 h). The Boolean model formalizes all aspects
of biological information included in the endomesoderm GRN
model, and its design recapitulates the organization and opera-
tion of the genomic control system. In the model, as in the ge-
nome, each gene has its individual control system; and as is the
regulatory information encoded in the genome, the regulatory
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system of each gene in our computational model is exposed to
the active regulatory factors at all times and places. In the model,
the gene is turned “on” only if the correct combination of reg-
ulatory inputs is present and not otherwise. The nonzygotic
inputs are provided as initial inputs in the model just as they are
provided maternally in life; they must be sufficient to initiate
a regulatory program that afterward runs autonomously. The
spatial coordinates in which this model runs are provided by
a geometrical definition drawn from the sea urchin embryo. To
model the temporal progression of developmental events, our
model incorporates the kinetics of gene expression, which were
established earlier for this embryo (5).
The Boolean computational model we present here provides

a direct test of whether the observed dynamic sequence of spatial
and temporal gene expression can be computed by using the
information included in the GRN model. Indeed we find that,
with a few exceptions, the Boolean computation suffices to re-
construct the observed spatial and temporal gene expression
patterns, and this supports the idea that GRN models may
contain the necessary information to operate large-scale de-
velopmental spatial specification systems. Furthermore, as we
show later, the model provides a powerful tool for exploring
the consequences of developmental perturbations. The general

framework of this computational model should be widely appli-
cable to other systems as well.

Logical Relations Among Computational Model, Data, and
Solved GRNs
The transitions leading from experimental data to the Boolean
computational model are summarized in Fig. 1. Shown in Fig. 1
(Top) are four types of experimental data: spatial and temporal
data on regulatory gene expression; results of trans perturbation
experiments in which the activity of each regulatory gene is
interrupted and the effects on other regulatory genes measured;
and results of functional cis-regulatory analyses of specific
interactions. In previous studies, the expression of every regu-
latory gene in the endomesoderm GRN model has been per-
turbed and the effects on expression of every other gene in the
system measured (2–4). The experimental data give rise to two
kinds of abstraction, both Boolean in form. Fig. 1 (Middle) shows
that these are a matrix of spatial and temporal Boolean gene
expression and a matrix of Boolean perturbation results. These
matrices provide the nodes and interactions, which, by applica-
tion of appropriate logic rules, are then integrated into the GRN
model. The Boolean computational model we have constructed
here represents a further level of abstraction, as shown in Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. Diagram summarizing the flow of information and logic relations between experimental data, the GRN model deduced from it, and the Boolean
computational model. Gene expression data, systemwide perturbation experiments, and cis-regulatory analyses (Top), combined with the basic facts of the
embryonic process, are used to generate abstract time-space expression pattern and the interaction matrices (Middle). These results in turn underlie the
design of the deduced genetic circuitry captured in the GRN model. Inputs to the Boolean computational model (Bottom) are the vector equations derived
directly from each node of the GRN model; the relative geometry of the interacting embryonic spatial domains considered in the model; and the kinetics with
which gene cascades operate in this embryo. The model incorporates essential aspects of the temporal and spatial biology of the embryo, and gives rise to
a matrix of specific predictions of where, when, and for how long every gene is individually expressed over a 24-h period. This computed matrix of expression
results can now be compared directly with the observed matrix of gene expressions, in normal or perturbed conditions.
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(Bottom). Here we see that the predicted interactions at each
gene in the GRN model were used to generate the logic driving
the Boolean computational model. The principle used was as
follows: the input regulatory information given in the GRN
model at each node was used to formulate a logic equation that
would express the activity of the gene as a function of its regu-
latory inputs. In the Boolean model, the regulatory state is thus
the output of all logic equations at each point in time and in each
spatial domain considered. Thus, were the GRN model essen-
tially sufficient, the logic equations for all network nodes would
ideally contain the necessary information to reproduce all ob-
served regulatory states. As we discuss in the following sections,
formalisms were developed for the computation of regulatory
interactions between network nodes, for the relative positions of
different embryonic domains, for the functions of transcription
factors responding to signaling cascades, and for kinetic aspects
of gene expression. The Boolean model computes expression of
genes at every network node through time and space. The result
permits a direct comparison between the observed and the
computed Boolean gene expression profiles.

Conceptual Architecture of the Model
Our object was to generate a stepwise computation in which, at
every hour in real time, the transcriptional states—on or off—of
all regulatory genes in the system are assessed, based on the
computed outputs at the previous step. To this end, a computa-
tional application (GeNeTool) was developed. A flowchart de-
scribing the use of the logic equations in GeNeTool is shown in
Fig. S1. Boolean computational models have been built to ana-
lyze other specific developmental processes, including expression
patterns of segment polarity genes in the late cleavage Dro-
sophila embryo (6, 7), and in mouse midhindbrain boundary
formation (8). The model we describe here has many features
that allow us to capture the causal impact of cis-regulatory
function, signaling interactions, and cell lineage geometry, all of
which contribute to the regulatory developmental biology of the
sea urchin embryo. In brief, the model operates as follows: each
node of the GRN model is computationally represented in the
computational model by explicit statements, vector equations,
capturing its cis-regulatory interactions. At each node, these
statements are used to compute the nodal output at each step in
time and in each spatial domain. These outputs are then fed to
all the nodes in the system at the next step, and the computation
is repeated. It is important to realize that this is a synthetic de
novo computation and not a simulation in the sense that it simply
restates in different language what is already included in the
previous model. Thus, the starting GRN has no dynamics, nor
does it encompass the geometrical features required for in-
tegration of signaling with gene expression as we describe later;
nor is the output iteratively fit to the observed expression pat-
terns as in a typical simulation. The goal here is not to simply
reproduce observed expression patterns with a specific set of
network interactions. The goal is instead to test the experimentally
derived GRN topology and identify lacunae in its informational
content. The outcome is comparable to an automaton that, when
it has been fed the initial conditions, runs by itself until the end of
the process considered.
The features of the developmental regulatory system served as

direct guiding principles for the organization of our model,
as follows.

GRNs. The sources were for the skeletogenic GRN (2); for the
mesodermal GRN (3, 9), and additional data published online
(http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/#BioTapestryViewer); and for
the anterior and posterior endoderm GRNs (3, 4). A current
version of the GRN models for the domains considered here
shortly before gastrulation is reproduced in Fig. S2. The essential
point is that we used the informational content of the GRNs as

the source of the specific relations stated in each vector equation
in the Boolean model. All nodes in the GRN models are rep-
resented by individual vector equations. GRN models differ from
the Boolean model in that they explicitly display subcircuit to-
pology with its discrete functionality (10, 11), whereas these
features are implicit in the Boolean model.

cis-Regulatory Function. In the genome, the sequences that de-
termine the expression or silence of regulatory genes are located
in their cis-regulatory modules. Inputs may function together on
a given cis-regulatory module according to “and,” “or,” or “not”
logic, or combinations of these (12). Experimentally, “and” logic
is detected by perturbation or cis-regulatory results, which
show that interference with either single input of two severely
depresses output relative to the level obtained when both are
present. “Not” (i.e., repression) functions are typically revealed
by spatially ectopic expression when a spatial repressor is made
to be absent. To represent cis-regulatory function, we con-
structed a Boolean logic statement for every regulatory gene
encompassed in the respective GRN models. All inputs that
regulate a respective gene, and their logical relation to one an-
other, are captured in vector equations (the term “vector equa-
tion” reflects the matrices of gene expression in space and time
that these equations generate). Where alternatively acting cis-
regulatory modules must be taken into account, each is repre-
sented by a separate vector equation. For genes with multiple
modules/vector equations, the intermodular logic is explicitly
stated. Thus, each logic statement computes the output of
a network node given the availability of the specific required
inputs and the resulting logic functions. For example (in words),
a vector equation for gene Y might state that if an input A is 1
and another input B is 1 and if the input (from a repressor) C is
0, then the output of Y is 1, else 0. The inputs are, of course, the
outputs of other genes in the system. The vector equations di-
rectly represent, in logic processing terms, the hardwired iden-
tity, the input repertoire, and the genomic logic processing
functions of the cis-regulatory systems controlling these genes in
life. The complete set of 75 vector equations can be seen in
Fig. S3.

Computation of Regulatory States. Relevant maternal inputs pro-
vide the initial conditions and are used as the starting regulatory
state. Beginning at 5 h, when the only inputs are the initial
conditions, every vector equation is operated and the outputs
(0 or 1) are computed. These outputs provide the inputs for the
next step in the computation. The computation was carried out
at 1-h intervals in each of the four domains. At each point in
time, the regulatory state in each spatial domain is the sum of the
computed outputs of all vector equations. In sum, the inputs at
each step in the computation are the computed outputs of the
previous steps.

Signaling. In development, after very early stages, intercellular
signaling is required for the specification of regulatory state
domains. Spatial expression of ligands by given cells is a result of
genomically encoded GRN linkages that result in the transcrip-
tion of a gene encoding a signaling ligand. Recipient cells acti-
vate novel regulatory genes, thus altering the local regulatory
states. A mechanistic feature of many—perhaps all—signaling
systems used in embryonic development for this inductive pur-
pose is that there is always a responsive transcription factor
present in the cells anyway, the state of which is changed by the
signal transduction biochemistry. Despite the variety of these
biochemistries, the response factor can generally be considered
to exist in one of two states at all times: either it becomes acti-
vated in cells receiving the signal, whereupon it interacts with its
target sites in the cis-regulatory apparatus of the target regula-
tory genes; or, in the absence of the signal, the same factor acts
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as an obligatory repressor of those same target genes (11, 13).
Thus, in our model, for every inductive signaling interaction, we
defined a “J” (Janus) factor, the state of which is 1 in cells re-
ceiving the ligand that triggers the signal transduction system
activating that factor, but 0 in other cells. For example, Sup-
pressor of Hairless [Su(H)], the Notch signaling responsive
transcription factor, is represented as J[Su(H)], the state of
which can be 1 or 0, depending on whether a given cell is re-
ceiving a Delta/Notch signal. The vector equations for signal
responsive genes thus incorporate the value of the J-factors in
given times and places. This computational apparatus can ac-
commodate signals at any range, but, in the sea urchin embryo
before gastrulation, the relevant signals operate only at short
range (14, 15).

Spatial Domains. The model encompasses four spatial domains as
they can be perceived based on differential gene expression in
the sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) embryo. These are
the skeletogenic domain, the nonskeletogenic mesoderm do-
main, the future anterior endoderm domain, and the future
posterior endoderm domain (a summary of the developmental
fates and spatial locations of these domains is shown in Fig. S4).
Needless to say, each domain arises from precursor cells that
traverse several stages of specification. In the model, each do-
main encompasses the terminal cell fate domain and all its
precursors at earlier times in development.

Embryonic Geometry. The sea urchin embryo generates a canoni-
cal cell lineage and cleavage pattern, which essentially means
that cells of given lineage and regulatory state are located in
canonical positions with respect to one another at each stage.
The spatial disposition of cell lineages in the developing sea
urchin embryo, and their developmental fates, are summarized
digitally in Fig. S5A. The relative positions of the four domains
changes in the course of development, determining the potential
target of interdomain signals. The Boolean model incorporates
the changing embryonic geometry by use of the relationships
shown in Fig. S5B. Briefly, for every domain in the model, the
relative position to all other domains is defined at every point in
time by using two positional terms: contiguous (CC) for adjacent
domains and noncontiguous (NCC) otherwise. From the begin-
ning to the end of the period considered, information is available
to the model on which cells are immediately adjacent to which
other cells (for very short range signals such Delta), or which
cells are close to given other cells, for signals that (in sea urchin
embryo) diffuse only a few cell diameters from the cells where
the ligand is transcribed. The range of target domains for given
signaling interactions is incorporated in the vector equations for
every J factor. For example, the activity of J(SuH) depends on
the expression of the delta ligand gene in a CC domain (Fig. S3).

Real-Time Kinetics of Sea Urchin Embryo Development. The basic
metric of regulatory progress in development is the time interval
between activation of a given regulatory gene and the activation
of an immediate downstream target regulatory gene. This in-
terval, which we shall term the step time, is a function of the
basic kinetics of the molecular processes of transcription, RNA
turnover, protein synthesis and turnover, transcription factor–
DNA interaction, and cis-regulatory activity. In the sea urchin
embryo, which develops at 15 °C, biosynthetic processes are
much slower than, for example, in Drosophila, and it requires
several hours for successive changes of regulatory states to occur.
In 2003, Bolouri and Davidson (5) modeled these kinetics for sea
urchin embryos living at 15 °C, using a large set of kinetic
parameters previously measured for this system. This model was
based on a first-principles treatment of cis-regulatory occupancy,
a probabilistic mathematical argument that the rate of tran-
scription relative to the measured maximum possible rate

depends on the cis-regulatory occupancy, and standard synthesis/
turnover kinetics (Fig. S6). The step time that emerged was
approximately 3 h. Many subsequent direct observations on
S. purpuratus embryos made in the course of GRN analysis
confirmed that this canonical computation approximates reality
for specific cases (e.g., refs. 2, 4). Recently, we also noticed that
rates of regulatory gene transcription are remarkably similar to
one another in the sea urchin embryo, varying by only a factor of
approximately two from ∼100 molecules per embryo-hour (16).
In the present automaton model, we imposed a priori the

canonical step time obtained for the general case in the earlier
calculation (Fig. S6). As the results discussed later show, this
assumption works remarkably well. In the model, dynamic ani-
mation of the computed expression patterns was achieved by
assuming the canonical 15° sea urchin embryo step times (5).
Throughout most of the pregastrular period, the step time was
set at 3 h, in accord with the results of this calculation, although,
as empirical evidence suggested, the step time is a little faster
very early in development, when in the model was set at 2 h.
However, because signal transduction biochemistry is relatively
rapid, in signaling interactions, the downstream transcriptional
effects were assumed to begin without delay when the signal has
become available. The step times were included in the vector
equations for each gene. As, in the model, we are concerned only
with transcriptional output of each gene in consequence of the
transcription of its regulatory inputs, a time lag is required to
account for the real-time pace of transcription, translation, ac-
cumulation of biosynthetic products, and occupancy at the cis-
regulatory system, which, as described earlier, constitutes the
step time. For every input variable stated in the vector equations,
the time required for the output gene to be affected after the
input gene is turned on is stated in hours, i.e., the step time (e.g.,
a 3-h step time for an input from gene A would be stated as “if
AT-3 gene A = 1. . .”; Fig. S3). Although the step time is ap-
proximately 3 h, of course, the regulatory events occur asyn-
chronously, and so it was necessary in the model to compute the
regulatory states at intervals that are only a fraction of the step
time, and, as noted earlier, the computation was performed at
1-h intervals. No finer assessment interval is warranted by the
pace of developmental events in this embryo.

Computed Spatial Gene Expression
The main function of the genomic regulatory system for de-
velopment is specification of spatial patterns of gene expression.
The first test for the usefulness of the Boolean computational
model is therefore its ability to reproduce the correct regulatory
state for each regulatory domain. The regulatory state was de-
fined for each of the four endomesodermal regulatory domains
as the sum of all regulatory genes expressed in that domain for at
least one time interval between 18 and 30 h, except for the early
mesoderm GRN, for which a 12- to 16-h time window was used
because the later GRN model is not complete. The comparison
between computed and observed spatial regulatory states is
shown in Fig. 2. Transcriptional control is not yet understood for
a few regulatory genes in the GRN model, and no vector equa-
tions could be formulated for these genes (Fig. 2, genes on white
background). They were nonetheless incorporated into the
Boolean model as they are known to provide inputs for other
genes. For all J factors functioning downstream of signaling
interactions, plus for genes predicted to be included in the GRN
circuitry but not yet identified, there are no observed gene ex-
pression data available (Fig. 2, genes on black background).
However, we have generated observed and computed gene ex-
pression data for 33 regulatory genes in the four domains, allowing
132 direct comparisons (Fig. 2, genes on gray background). Of
these comparisons, all but two showed a perfect match between
observed and computed spatial expression (Fig. 2). One exception
was brn1/2/4, for which the computational model predicted
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expression in the early mesoderm, where expression of this gene
has not been observed, in addition to the correctly computed ex-
pression in the veg2 endoderm. The reason is that all currently
known regulatory inputs into brn1/2/4 are present in the early
mesoderm, predicting that additional factor(s) must regulate brn1/
2/4. The second deviation between computation and observation is
caused by wnt8, which fails to clear from the veg2 endoderm do-
main in the computational model, indicating a missing repressor in
the GRN model. These two exceptions aside, Fig. 2 proves that
the regulatory information included in the model suffices to ex-
plain almost every known spatial regulatory gene expression
pattern in the endomesoderm up to 30 h of development.

Clocklike Dynamics of Spatial Gene Expression
The comparison of computed and observed spatial expression of
the many regulatory genes in Fig. 2 extends over a broad tem-
poral window (18–30 h). However, when examined in detail,
each gene displays its own individual temporal pattern of acti-
vation and sometimes repression. The temporal resolution of the
observed expression patterns is based on whole mount in situ
hybridization data, which exist at a time resolution of approxi-
mately 3 h for most genes included up to the 30 h developmental
stage (data provided at http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/#Bio-
TapestryViewer). In addition, a NanoString data set provides
transcript accumulation measurements for all these genes at 1-h
resolution (16).
The computed results are shown with respect to the observed

expression patterns in Fig. 3, for every gene at every hour for
every domain. Discrepancies between computed and observed
expression in real time are considered significant if greater than
the step time of 3 h (Fig. 3, solid black bars), whereas deviations
less than 3 h (Fig. 3, open black bars) may not be real, as this is
the limit of resolution of observed spatial data. We see, perhaps
surprisingly, that the assumption of a uniform, canonical step

time reproduces the observed dynamics within the experimental
resolution for the vast majority of genes with no significant dis-
crepancies from data (Fig. 3, colored and gray rectangles). In the
skeletogenic domain, aside from a few 1-h discrepancies (beyond
the 3-h observational variance), the model turned on foxb 3 h too
early and failed to turn off foxn2/3 for 4 h when it should have; in
the mesoderm domain, over the 6- to 18-h period, there was only
one 1-h discrepancy; in the veg2 endoderm, brn1/2/4 was briefly
turned on when it should not have been, and was later turned on
a couple of hours too early, and tgif was turned on 3 h early; in
veg1 endoderm, the only serious discrepancies were that otxβ was
turned off 6 h too early and z13 was turned on for 4 h when it
should not have been. For three genes, manual corrections were
imposed to avoid promulgating downstream effects (Fig. 3, boxes
with heavy lined black borders): delta and wnt8 cease to be
expressed in veg2 endoderm after certain times for reasons not
yet known, and these genes were turned off manually at the
observed times; similarly, the known inputs into foxa (17) do not
indicate why this gene continues to be transcribed after 24 h, and
this activity was set manually for the 24- to 30-h interval. How-
ever, considering that there are 2,772 time/space gene expression
domains computed in the model and shown in Fig. 3, this is
a remarkably small frequency of significant temporal discrep-
ancies, all of relatively brief duration, and there was only one
spatial error.
The discrepancies are individually valuable items of in-

formation, for they pinpoint exactly what remains to be solved in
terms of transcriptional causality. However, the main conclusion
is that imposition of a uniform step time in the computation
results in a generally accurate representation of the dynamics of
the spatial expression patterns. The regulatory genes of the sea
urchin embryo operate more or less similarly to one another,
and, like a clock, the pace of which is set by the kinetics of
the basic processes of transcription molecular biology. The

Fig. 2. Comparison of computed and observed spatial expression patterns. Upper: All regulatory genes included in the model. Experimental expression data
are summarized digitally online (http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/#BioTapestryViewer). Expression in this chart indicates presence of the computed or ob-
served transcript at any time between 18 and 30 h, except for the V2 mesoderm domain, where the relevant interval is 12 to 16 h (see Computed Spatial Gene
Expression above). As indicated in the key, the actual comparison between observed and computed results, i.e., for genes in which both types of data exist,
pertains to the colored and gray squares. A discrepancy between computed and observed expression is indicated by a black bar. For genes or regulatory
operators shown on black backgrounds, no observational data are available; for genes on white backgrounds, no upstream regulatory information is
available, and the activation of these genes was not computed. Where such genes are expressed, or for maternal nuclear β-catenin, in which it is present, the
time/space domain is shown in white; where they are observed not to be expressed is shown in gray. The disposition of the four spatial domains in the chart,
in embryos viewed from the vegetal pole, is color-coded (Fig. S4 shows a general diagram of embryogenesis).
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Fig. 3. Computed vs. observed spatial expression in real time. The genes are indicated at the top and the comparison symbolism is as in Fig. 2; i.e., plain filled
colored or gray squares indicate exact congruence between computed and predicted expression. The four embryonic spatial domains (A–D) are separately
portrayed, each against 1- to 30-h time scales. Open rectangles indicate discrepancies <3 h; as described in the text, as the observations have only 3-h res-
olution, these discrepancies may not be real. Discrepancies >3 h are indicated by black solid rectangles. The green striped bars indicate maternal mRNAs that
are not part of the zygotic GRN model and therefore not computationally predicted. Some of these maternally supplied factors provide initial inputs to the
computation. The three places where the whole column is striped (delta, foxa, and wnt8) indicate phases of expression or nonexpression known to occur, but
not explained, and set manually in the computation.
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application of a correct step time is important for the overall
performance of the Boolean model. To test the implications of
variations in the step time, we ran the model by using different
step times. The catastrophic performance of the model when the
step time was changed from 3 h to 4 h is shown in Fig. S7. Thus,
we discovered that the embryo regulatory system operates largely
like a clock by using a 3 h step time. This fact obviates detailed,
gene-by-gene synthesis/turnover kinetic analysis. The few dis-
crepancies most likely indicate missing regulatory inputs, rather
than specific kinetic deviations from this general conclusion.

In Silico Perturbations
Sea urchin embryos have been experimentally exposed to various
perturbations. These types of experiment offer an opportunity to
challenge the completeness of the explanatory power of the
Boolean model, again by comparing computational prediction to
observed gene expression or phenotypic results, but now under
specifically altered conditions that mimic in silico well studied
experimental perturbations. Here we consider four such projects.
In the first of these, we mimicked extinction of delta expression

by injection into the egg of delta morpholinos (4, 18, 19). The
experimental result is loss of almost all mesodermal gene ex-
pression from the veg2 cells, which normally give rise to all
nonskeletogenic mesoderm (i.e., the ring of cells shown in blue in
Figs. 2 and 4). Instead, as symbolized in Fig. 4A (which repre-
sents the embryo at approximately 18 h), these cells express veg2
endodermal genes, which are now transcribed ectopically in
a double rather than single ring of cells (4). When delta gene
expression is manually turned off in the model, the computa-
tional result is precisely consistent with the experimental result
(Fig. 4A; Fig. S8A shows complete detailed results). Only the two
early mesoderm genes gcm and gatae have been examined in
delta morpholino embryos, affording a direct comparison with
data, and the expected loss of expression of these genes was
obtained in silico. Similarly, although only hox11/13b, foxa, and
blimp1 among veg2 endodermal genes have been studied ex-
perimentally in this regimen, the Boolean model again produced

the expected result of predicted ectopic expression in the pre-
sumptive mesodermal ring of cells. The model also predicted
that the same happens for the other veg2 endoderm genes in the
model that have not yet been examined experimentally.
In a second perturbation, we mimicked experimentally induced

global expression of the Pmar1 repressor by injection of pmar1
mRNA into the egg (2, 20, 21). The observed experimental result
is dramatic: the whole embryo is converted into a ball of mesen-
chymal cells expressing skeletogenic genes, as indicated di-
agrammatically (Fig. 4B). This is also just what occurred in silico
when pmar1 is manually activated in all domains from 5 h on: eight
skeletogenic genes have been shown experimentally to be globally
expressed in pmar1 embryos, and, in the computation, all eight
were expressed in all domains (Fig. 4B). An additional prediction
is that the same should be true of the remaining skeletogenic
genes as well (Fig. S8B shows detailed results). Furthermore, the
Boolean model predicted that expression of mesodermal genes,
veg2 endoderm genes, and veg1 endoderm genes would be turned
off. This result is certainly consistent with the powerful global
mesenchymal phenotype (20).
In a third perturbation, we directly mimicked a recent mo-

lecular biology experiment (4) in which the quantitative and
spatial effects on the whole GRN of blocking hox11/13b ex-
pression with hox11/13b morpholino was determined throughout
the pregastrular period. This was done by manually extinguishing
hox11/13b expression in veg2 and veg1 endoderm (Fig. S8C).
With the exception of two discrepancies that were merely 1-h
temporal deviations, every observed change in gene expression
was generated computationally.
A fourth perturbation was more challenging. Here we attemp-

ted to use the Boolean model to determine whether the com-
puted regulatory relationships suffice to predict the results of
a famous blastomere transplantation experiment reported by
Hoerstadius in 1935 (22) and, 58 y later, further explored by us
by using a molecular marker (23). In this experiment, the four
fourth cleavage skeletogenic micromeres are removed from a
donor embryo and transplanted to the animal pole of an
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specific genes affected in the computation are shown below: “Observed & Computed” indicates genes with a comparable experimentally observed change in
expression; “Additional Predictions” indicate genes that have not been experimentally studied in these perturbations. (A) Interference with skeletogenic mi-
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otherwise normal early cleavage embryo possessing its own set
of vegetal micromeres. The result is that a complete second
gut, plus a second set of nonskeletogenic mesoderm lineages
(18), is induced to form from the cells at the animal pole of the
embryo (Fig. 5A, diagram). Essentially, this means that the sig-
nals emitted from the transplanted skeletogenic micromeres
elicit the encoded developmental GRNs, and this suffices to
recreate all the regulatory and spatial relationships that normally
generate the concentric regulatory states of the vegetal pole of
the embryo, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Were we to
mimic the micromere transplantation experiment in our model,
would it regenerate in a computationally naive patch of cells the
same set of concentric mesodermal and endodermal regulatory
states as it generates (Figs. 2 and 3) at the normal vegetal end?
We modeled these naive cells by endowing them with the global
maternal factors, but without the localized nuclear β-catenin that
normally occurs in veg2 and veg1 lineages (24, 25). The “trans-
planted” micromeres were allowed all their own normal speci-
fication functions, as these are autonomous with respect to the
rest of the embryo. The surrounding naïve cells were considered
as forming three domains (Fig. 5B), the immediately adjacent
cells (ring 1), the cells surrounding these (ring 2), and the cells
surrounding ring 2 (ring 3). We now asked whether the in silico
regulatory states of ring 1 would equal those of the mesoderm,
and those of rings 2 and 3 the regulatory states of veg2 and veg1
endoderm, respectively. Fig. 5C shows that this is exactly what
occurred; the only discrepancies are two genes that are de-
pendent on inputs from two genes for which vector equations are
lacking (dac, myc). If we manually activate dac and myc ex-
pression, there are no discrepancies.
In considering the import of these in silico perturbations, we

note that, except for the hox11/13b case, none of the experimental
perturbation results we sought to reproduce were used in any
specific way to construct the linkages in the GRNmodels on which
the vector equations of Fig. S3 were based. Thus, a model based
on functional analysis in normal development correctly predicts

independent experimental results in unnatural contexts: this pro-
vides a proof of principle that the genetic interaction system in the
model operates essentially as in the embryo. Furthermore, in each
case, the model extends our spotty understanding of the con-
sequences of the perturbations, which is limited by the genes the
experimentalists happen to have investigated, to all of the genes in
the whole system, producing, for example, the additional predicted
consequences indicated in Fig. 4.

Discussion
Spatial gene expression is both the driver and product of de-
velopmental mechanisms. Here we show that observed embry-
onic regulatory gene expression in space and time can be
recreated, systemwide, by reducing these mechanisms to the
underlying gene regulatory interactions. We apply a Boolean
interpretation to regulatory gene expression and regulatory gene
interaction. This approach is consistent with the visibly apparent
Boolean patterns of spatial gene expression, a fundamental
property of embryonic development. Given cells at given times
express given regulatory genes at detectable levels or do not
significantly express them. Diverse mechanisms conspire to
produce this basic property.
First, in sea urchin embryos, the transcriptional cascade ki-

netics themselves contribute in a crucial way. Our earlier anal-
yses showed that the point at which a downstream gene is
activated with respect to the upstream drivers long precedes the
attainment of driver steady state (5), and this means that the
kinetics of gene cascades in the embryo are relatively level-in-
sensitive and insensitive to synthesis and decay rates. The next
gene in a sequence goes on as soon as there is sufficient driver
transcription factor in the system. In accord with this, measure-
ments show that levels of regulatory gene transcripts in different
individual batches of eggs in these polymorphic animals fre-
quently vary by twofold or more (16): the developmental gene
regulatory system cares only about on and off, and level control
is sloppy. Of course, as our high-resolution time courses for all
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genes included in this model show (16), the expression levels
change through time. However, our model is not aimed at ex-
plication of expression kinetics, but rather at explication of
spatial domain of expression, and, for this, what is causal is the
availability of activators and repressors. As we have seen, in this
system, it takes approximately 3 h from the time a gene is
detectably activated to the time its product can affect an im-
mediate target gene. Thereafter, the levels of the gene product
usually continue to increase within the same spatial domain
without change in the set of affected target genes.
Second, the boundaries of Boolean gene expression territories

are in embryonic development usually set by GRN subcircuits that
use repression. A variety of subcircuits of different design are
known that accomplish this function (10, 11). Although repression
itself is usually modeled as a continuous equilibrium function, this
is a severe oversimplification for animal cells because, following
binding of the repressor, secondary changes in chromatin structure
and composition follow that may produce irreversible repression
states that can last for the life of the cell. Thus, per se, repression
behaves in a Boolean manner in space and in time.
Third, even when there are graded upstream driver inputs,

Boolean gene expression outputs occur downstream as a result of
particular GRN subcircuit designs that function hysteretically
(10). To take one example, in the vertebrate neural tube, a dy-
namically changing Sonic Hedgehog gradient input is interpreted
by the encoded GRN to produce sharp stripes of regulatory gene
expression (26). Thus, whereas the input is graded, the spatial
regulatory output is Boolean. The majority of such mechanisms
basically devolve from the input/output functions generated by
the designs of a variety of particular GRN subcircuits, which can
be said to perform “Booleanization” functions. In general, sig-
naling interactions in development produce essentially Boolean
regulatory outputs. Most known developmental signaling path-
ways function by use of a response system that, in cells receiving
the signal, promote target gene expression, and, in cells not re-
ceiving it, prevent it, by repressing the same target genes. This
is a feature captured directly in the structure of our model, as
described earlier.
The aim of this computational exercise was to assess the suf-

ficiency of a system-level causal explanation for development.
This explanation, couched in the format of the GRN model,

provided the crucial logic functions of the computational model.
The success of the computational model in reproducing de-
velopmental gene expression, shows that our knowledge of the
underlying GRNs is relatively complete. What we do not know is
specifically circumscribed. Lacunae in the model fall into two
classes. For the several “white genes” of Fig. 2, we lack sufficient
experimental cis-regulatory and perturbation data on which to
base vector equations that could explain their activation, but
because their downstream effects are known, these genes are
included subsequently in the model. Second, the model executes
a few miscomputations, in which the control operations built in
fail to explain why a given gene turns off at a certain time, or why
it continues to be transcribed (Fig. 3). Identification of these
gaps in the GRN model is one of the useful outcomes of the
computation. In addition, as we have seen, the GeNeTool
Boolean model lends itself readily to predictive exploration of
cis- and trans-perturbations of the GRN.
The most important general outcome of this work is that

an assumed mechanism, based exclusively on experimentally
established control functions, suffices to explain specifically al-
most all observed regulatory gene expression in space and time.
This model contributes a step-by-step mechanistic understanding
of how the complicated GRN shown in Fig. S2 actually works.
There remains little room for causal explanation of spatial reg-
ulatory gene expression by any other mechanism. The formalism
presented here provides a general means of representing in silico
the genomic regulatory system underlying animal body plan de-
velopment and further applications may be anticipated, ranging
from evolution to synthetic developmental biology.

Materials and Methods
A computational platform, named GeNeTool, was constructed to enable the
model computation. The graphics and design functionalities of GeNeTool are
to be described in detail elsewhere. However, Fig. S1 shows a flowchart that
describes the overall process of the computation, and the program can be
obtained from the authors on request. A brief summary of the rules of logic
operation, which accommodate temporal and relative spatial relationships
in the model, is presented in Fig. S9.
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